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having learnt,a lesson from past experience. was
11 group of free nations which had decided to
gether to obey.ilie imperative demands of their
security. ' '

107. The PRESIDENT announced that the list of
speakers would be closed at 3.15 p.m,

The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m,

2S4th plen8l"Y meeting

effect, were just \,S dangerous and which were
used in lo:onditio,\1s violating the fundamental prin
ciples and obli.~ations of the United Nations
Charter. Those' arms could. by more gradual
stages perhaps. but just as surely, lead to slavery
or death.

Ul6.Mr. Vyshinsky had spoken of an obedient
majority. Mr. Montel stated that the majority.

TWO HUNDRED AND FD*I'Y-FOURm PLENARY MEETING
Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Wednesday, 23 November 1949, at 2.45 p.m.

President: General Carlos P. R6~ULO (Philippines).

International control of atomic energy: Those maps-apparently unlike the ones in the
report of the Ad Hoo Political Com- USSR..L...were accurate. The United States had no
mittee (A/1119) ('eoneluded) . _ desire to hide its towns and cities; it was proud

of them and it welcomed visitors. It wanted to
1. Mr. HICKERSON (United States of America) know about other peoples of the world, and to
stated that he had listened in vain for a new pro- !ive on terms c,f peace and friendship with the
posal or a constructive suggestion in the statement peoples of all countries, induding the people of!'
of the USSR representative at tthe previous the Soviet Union.
meeting. All he had' heard was the old propa- 5. Two draft resolutions concerning atomic
ganda attack upon the United States and its energy were before the General Assembly. One
motives. He did not intend to, answer those draft resolution, recommended by the Ad Hoc
attacks, which had been heard many-times before; Political Committee (A/1l19), made it clear that
he was content to! let his country's record speak the peace of the world and the protection of all
for itself. He was: confident that the Assembly nations-required that effective means of enforce
would not be diverted from its responsibilities by ment ~hould accompany the promise of prohibi
such familiar crude propagandistic attacks., tion. The other, offered by the Soviet, Union
2. He would refer briefly to only two of the (A/1l20), proposed, in effect, that all nations
matters mentioned by the USSR representative. should sign a treaty or convention-or perhaps
The USSR representative had again quoted out, both-prohibiting atomic weapons, without effec
of context from the Acheson-Lilienthal letter of tive means of enforcing such prohibition.
17 March 1946. That letter had been published at 6. The requirements for an effective system of
the time ithadbeen v!ritten; it transmitted to the control had been discussed during more than three
.~J.:'esldent of the United States and the Secretary years of debate in the General Assembly, in the,
of State not a plan but a technical report stating Atomic Energy Commission, and in their com
for the first time that effective control-was pos- mittees. They could bestated very simply. Nations
sible, The passage the USSR representative had could not continue to possess explosive atomic
quoted, which was out of context and had been materials or' facilities for making or using such
written before any plan had been evolved, merely materials in dangerous quantities. So long as those
stated that any nation-possessing the atom bomb materials remained in the hands of nations, he
w()pld not have to ~estroy its bombs un,til it was knew of no means by which the actual or
satrsfied that no nation could manufacture bombs threatened use of them in the opening phases of
thereafter. an aggressive war could be prevented. If those

facilities and those materials were left in national
3. The United Nations plan approved in reso- hands, ~o system of control and inspection would
lution 191 (Ill) of the General Assembly, pro- be stronger than the good faith and intentions of
vided for complete and effective prohibition, with the nations which possessed them.
the ,Atomic Energy Commission of the -United
Nations to declare when one agreed stage had 7. Plant~ making. or usin~ dangerous quantities
ended and another was to begin. All countrles. 'o( explosive 'atomic r.naterlal~ must be ope~at~d
would be treated exa.~t1yalike. Nuclear fuel would and managed by an international agency within
be removed from United States atomic weapons the United Nations. Under no other conditions
at eXactly the same moment as it would be could there be any certainty that nations would
removed from the atomic weapon or weapons in not secretly withdraw quantities of explosiv€
the possession of the, USSR. " materials sufficient to threaten the peace.

4. With regard to. Mr. Vyshinsky's statement 8: .Turning to the question' of inspection, he'
(253rd meeting) concerning the inaccuracy 'of stressed ,that inspection by the international per
maps of the Soviet Union, Mr. Hickerson could sonnelof the international, control agency was of
not understand what impression' the USSR repre- crucial importance. That personnel must carry out
sentative .had been trying to give .in apparently Unrestricted inspection in order to prevent or'
boallting" of .the. inaccura~y of existing, m,aps of detect secret ,or clandestine. activities; Unless the

treaty contained br:9ad provisions to' that, effect,
the ,Soviet'·Unione ' There were, •any number of the world could have.noconfidetice, that the
maps of the United States; every gasoline:;station treaty was being obeye~. Periodic inspection of
in the United States handed out road maps' pf .the declared facilities, was not enough; what .was
UnitedStates.fo anyone who asked for them. needed was continuous inspel:tion.
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1 For the discussion on thi~lsubject in the -Ad. Hoc
Political Committee, see OlJicl'I.!I.Riconls. of the fourth
s~ssion of. the General Assembly,'A'd Hoc. Po}iticO\l Com-
mittw,··3oth to 37th m~tings .•nclq~iv<:. '

9. Those were the !rreducible, minimum essen- 15. The a.raft resolution realistically recognlzed
tials for any effective treaty. They had been the 'stalemate reached in the Atomic Energy Corn
written into the plan of control proposed by the mission. It therefore called for the most effective
Atomic En~rgy Commission and approved at ~e action which the General Assembly could take at
third session of the General Assembly as consn- that time. It requested the permanent members of .
tuting the necessary basi~ for e~e~t~ve controlC?f the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission
atomic energy and effective prohibition-of atomic to continue their consultations, to explore all pos
weapons. No other proposals had been made and sible avenues and examine all concrete proposals
no other approach to the problem had been found with a view to determining whether agreement
which provided effective enforcement. could be reached on the problem. T~lat forum was

composed of those Powers whose agreement was
10 In his statements before tne L'1d Hoc Political. essential to any effectiveand satisfactory solution.
C~mmittee,l the USSR representative. had pre- The United States, for its part, would beprepared
sented the issue very clearly. He had said that the to examine any suggestions and proposals that
Soviet Union was using atomic explosives to blo~ had been made in the General Assembly and else
up mountains. He did not need to add that If where in an earnest search for agreement upon
atomic explosives were used to blow up moun- effective prohibition of atomic weapons and the
tains those same explosives could be used at any use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes only.
time•to destroy cities. He was simply confirmi~g
the conclusion previously arrived at by the.Atomic 16. In his opinion, the draft resolution constl-

d b th A bl th t tuted a constructive step. It followed the course
Energy Commission. an r. e ssem y, . a laid down by a large and increasing majority of
such explosive materials were inescapably and 10- the General Assembly each time the matter had
terchangeabty usable for military puryoses. and come before it for decision. No new arguments

.could not safely be allowed to remain m national had been advanced by the USSR, which had been
hands. holding out against effective control. As the repre
11. The United States Government belie-yed that sentative of the United Kingdom had said a few
any plan which did not provide for effective con- days earlier, but for the obstructive attitude of-the
trol and prohibition would be worse than no plan Soviet Union, the United Nations would long ago
at alto It would not protect the world against have reached a safe solution of the atomic energy
atomic warfare. It would give an aggressor nation problem and there might not remain. a single
an opportunity to acquire an initial military atomic weapon in existence. That was the kind of
advantage. .It would mislead public opinion. security- the world wanted. The Soviet Union.
Indeed instead of strengthening peace it would . however, maintained that it alone was right and
give ri'se to a false sense of security and thus that forty-eight other nations were wrong.
betray the hopes that it engendered. 17. Everyone knew that that was not true. It
12. . The plan proposed by the Atomic Energy was essential, therefore, to continue the earnest
Commission and approved by the General Assem- efforts that were being made to persuade the
bly in November 1948, contained the provisions USSR to abandon its reactionary attitude and to
essential to control and prohibition. It also made join with the overwhelming majority of the
adequate provision 'for the development of atomic United Nations in the only satisfactory solution
energy for peaceful purposes. It provided for a which human ingenuity had thus far devised for
co-operative international endeavour, in which all that grave problem.
nations would participate and from which all 18. He did not for one moment contend that
would benefit on fair and equitable terms. It pro- human ingenuity had necessarily been exhausted

.vided for free and unrestricted exchange of in the United Nations plan. The United States, in
information. It provided for the. encouragement all humility, would co-operate in every effort. to
of private and national research in !he field of discover whether any other solution might be
atomic energy as well as for co-operative research equally or more effective. .
activities by the international agency itself.

19. In conclusion, he asked whether it were pos
13. The United States supported that plan and sible for one single country indefinitely to frus
would continue to support it unless and until pro- tratethe will of the overwhelming majority of the
posals were made which would clearly provide . Members of the United Nations in a matter so
equal or more effective and workable means of vital to world security. He could only say that the
control and prohibit,ion.' whole history and .tradition of the United Nations
14. The draft resolution sponsored by France ·......;admittedly .ayoung organization-pointed to the
and Canada and recommended by the Ad Hoc opposite conclusion. . .
~olitical C:ommittee recognized the necessity !or ~}20. Mr. CLEMENTIs~(Czechoslovakia)said that
such effective c?ntrols and for such a co-operative the international control of .atomic energy, a sub
effort; The United States Government ~nd forty- ject of paramount .importance to the whole of
sevenotherGovernments represented m the Ad mankind, had been discussed in the United
HQC Politica.l Committee had indicated their Nations for the past four years without result.
readiness .to join in .the co-operative development The draft vresolution .adopted by the usual
of atomic energy to ensure that that force should majority of the Ad Hoc Political Committee cop."
·!:le used for peaceful purposes only and to. ensure tainedneither .new ideas nor new intentions; (
t~e ~ffective p~ohi~ition o! atomic weapons by 21. According to an article which-had app~ared
means of effective international contro1. in the New York.Herald Tribune on 22 Novem-

ber 1949, the United States Department of State
had quietly undertaken a re-.examination of the
'nation's .. atomic energy••.policy. •to determine
whether. new. development.s, particularly the f~c;t
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the current- stage. Moreover; it was surely.mors
desirable to introduce' effective control,. as pro
posed by'the Soviet Union, than no control at all.
The argument regarding the. adequacy of. the
USSR system was 'obviously insincere' and
apparently based on a new illusion of supetiority
on the part of the United States 'owing to its
initial, advantage in atomic stockpiling.

25. In his statement at the 33rd meeting of the
Ad Hoc Political Committee on 10 November
1949, the USSR representative had indicated that
the Soviet Union was not using atomic energy to
accumulate stockpiles of atomic bombs, altllOugh
it would have as many bombs as it might need in
'the unhappy event of war. Those who disbelieved
that statement were making the same mistake as
those who had believed that the Soviet Union
would collapse within six weeks after its invasion
by nazi Germany or that it could not produce an
atom bomb before 1952. Once again they were
victims of their own propaganda, which assured
them that the United States. led the world in
scientific research and that the Soviet Union was
a technically backward country.

26. It was high time that the ruling circles in
the United States and in the countries dependent
upon it acknowledged the fact that the scientific
and cultural life in the Soviet Union and in the
people's democracies was in a state of constant
growth and expansion. Tremendous results had
already been obtained, not in spite of, but pre
cisely because of, the application of .the prin
ciples of socialism and communism. Those results
had been made possible because' it was not
threatened by crises or restricted by vested
interests; it wasdevoted wholly to the service of a
society of the highest type-a socialist society.
27. The "expert opinion" or', those who~ain
tained that the United States still retained the

. advantage in the field of atomic energy should ...
be weighed by United States policy-makers in the
light of previous errors.' '

28. The United States was blocking agreement
. on international control of atomic energy because

its ruling circles feared the political, economic
and social effects of the large-scale. use of atomic
energy in production and in the technical field.
No doubt it was a danger to capitalist society, as
it was a blessing to socialist society. Consequently,
while there was little hope that its use for, those
purposes could be prevented, iri the long run"
every effort,was being exerted. to posfpone its use
for constructive purposes and .atomic resources
were being wasted in the production' of atornic~

, bombs. Such a procedure had many precedents in '
capitalist society:
29. The United States had chosen two means of
preventing other' countries; and especially the
Soviet Union, from using atomic energy 'for
peaceful purposes; First, by stockpiling atomic
bombs and publicizing-the fact, it hoped to force
the USSR to waste its atomic resources onhoi11b
production. That hope would not be fulfilled be- .
cause, as Mr. Malenkov, the Vice-Premier of ~he'l;
USSR had stated, atomicenergy. must be an tu- '.
strument for the' rapid. development. of the pro
ductive forces of the Soviet Union. The workof
USSR .scientistshad been directed to that end.an?

,had' begun at a time when scientists in .~api~~list
countries. were either: utterly prevented:. fromiOr,
had only limited possibilities of, ,t.mdertaking,such

346254th plenary meeting

that the Soviet Union possessed the atomic bomb,
dictated a revision- of the basic policy followed
without deviation 'since 1946. '{he study was

'being directed byMr, George F. Kennan of the
Policy Planning Staff. Until it had been com
pleted and' evaluated in terms of United States
policy, the usual majority in the. United Nations
was compelled to wait quietly and to repeat past
statements. Those statements had, however, been
basically affected by President Truman's dis
closure that the United States no longer held a
monopoly in the field of atomic energy. As a
result, the majority found itself in the embarras
sing position of waiting until the State Depart
ment had completed its study before drawing
conclusions concerning the new situation.

22. It must be acknowledged that many delega
tions felt uneasy and 'had expressed the sincere
desire, in the Ad Hoc Political Committee, to
break the deadlock on atomic energy and to reach
unanimous agreement which would release the
new force' for peaceful uses in the construction of
a better world. Unfortunately, they had not acted
in accordance with those aims and would vote in
favour of the ,:raft resolution which they were
well aware would have no effect but to prolong the
existing deadlock. .

23. The same Policy Planning Staff of 'the State
Department which was quietly studying the
United States atomic energy policy, had used that
country's stockpile of. atomic bombs as a principal
weapon in its-cold war strategy. Since a prolonga
tion of the cold war was necessary to rearmament
and the. preparations for a new war and there
was no indication that the United States intended
to stop it, it could be assumed that any, new
decision on atomic energy would be designed to
further it. The use of atomic stockpiles in the cold
war had not had the desired effect. Other cold war

, tactics had similarly fallen short of their objec
tive. For example, the publication of United
States Air Force plans for atomic bombing of
seventy towns in the Soviet Union and the peo
ple's democracies had not frightened the popula
tions of those countries. On. the contrary, it had
spread fear among the peoples of the United
States and the European countries associated with
it. The brandishing of the atomic bomb had
effectively assured the favourable votes on mili
tary budgets of certain members of the United
States Congress jit had helped to gain the consent
of the Marshall Plan and North Atlantic Treaty
countries to United States! objectives. But at the
same time, it had created war hysteria among-the

'people of the United States which was harmful to
their own' interests. That hysteria had abated
somewhat with the announcement that the atomic
bomb monopoly had come to an end.. The United
States Press had,,'i.-egun-to' feature stories of the
use of atomic energy forpeaceful purposes; The
United States representative had pointed out that
it was being used especially in medicine. That was
only one example of the vastvarief)". of usesto
which atomic energy' could be put' tinaer'" the .
USSR proposal before the'Assembly.

24. ·,Theopponents· of the proposal held that the
system of control which, it provided was Inade
quate. Yet its" adequacy could not be .evaluated
until the'Atomic.Energy Commission had drafted
a convention on control. Criticism of the USSR
system of .controlwas.deliberately misleading at
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worl( Thus the prediction that the Soviet Union ,34. Finally, the majority had offered no satis
could not use atomic energy for constructive pur- factory answer to the ~"':estion for what purpose
poses for some three to five years had also proved' States were being asked to abandon, a substantial
fallacious. part of their sovereignty. The obvious purpose,
30. In the second place, the authors of the' which was to ensur~ a ban on atomic weapons,
United States plan of control of atomic energy ha~ n~ver been admlt~ed by the sponsors of the
had hoped that the Soviet Union. would accept majority ~raft resolution, fnstead, the~') h~d care
the idea of a super-trust, or "world co-operative", f~ly avoided any commltmeD;t :~oncemmg ~e
as the United States insisted, which would own time or manner o~ the prohibition of. atomic
or hold in trust all atomic resources and means bo~bs and had attempted t<?~,;ade the Issue, by
of producing atomic energy. That body would, of stating that cont:ol and prohlbltlon ~ould go into
necessity, be governed by the will of an American- ,effect over a .penod of time by a s.enes of stages.
dominated majority. It had evidently been errone- Thus. the U~pted St~tes woul~ contm?e to produce
ously assumed that the Soviet Union and the a~omlc bombs while th~ international control
people's democracies would willingly renounce agen~y assumed ownership of or trust over all
part of their national -sovereignty in favour of atomic resources. Clearly, such a plan was absurd
an American super-trust which would prevent and wholly unacceptable.
them from using atomic energy to promote the 35. The' Czechoslovak delegation deplored the
technical progress of their peoples and would fact that there should be any argument concern
act as the instrument of an intelligence system ing the necessity for the prohibition of atomic
directed against them. Moreover, the fact that the weapons. It was dismayed to find that the major
great majority of States which might serve on ity had to be convinced that the use of those
such a body were bound together in an aggressive weapons of genocide and mass destruction of
military pact was surely not designed to strengthen civilian' populations should be unconditionally
confidence in it. -' prohibited. It was shocked that certain Powers
31. It was difficult to believe that the majority should wi~old the assurance that ther would not
plan had been introduced on the assumption that wage atomic wa,r ~less granted th~ right to con
it would, be accepted by the Soviet Union and trol the economiclife of other Stat-?s.
the people's democracies. The decisions of the 36. The Czechoslovak delegati(\~l,did, notfind it
majority were not always dictated by genuine difficult to choose between-the two draft-resolu
political considerations; they were often guided' tions before the Assembly; it would vote in
by the identity of the authors of' proposals and favour of the USSR proposal for the prohibition
by mere considerations of prestige. In view of of: atomic weapons and effective control. which
that experience, to ask sovereign nations to aban- would ensure the elimination of that instrument
don' part of their sovereignty in favour of a of genocide.
V!!jted States trust was to make a. mockery. of .37. Sir Alexander CADOGAN (United Kingdom)
tile General Assembly. declared that, the question of atomic energy hav
32. The French representative, referring to the ing been debated at considerable length in the Ad
paragraph of the majority draft resolution which Hot Political Committee, he did not want to go
dealt with the limitation of sovereign rights in over the-same ground again. Nevertheless, he, felt
connexion with atomic energy control, had de- obliged to deal with some of the Soviet arguments
seribed those rights as quasi-feudal, Yet those which had been repeated so many times in the
rights included the use of atomic energy to achieve Committee and some of which the USSR repre
unprecedented .technical progress. A theory of sentative had again produced at 'the previous
sovereign,~y whi~ characterized them as quasi- meeting.. '
feudal was certainly .~trange; it might perhaps 38. Mr. Vyshinsky asked the General Assemblyti acc~ptable to countries dependent on Marshall to believe that the' majority plan-which, inci-

anaid. . . . dentally,the Assembly' itself had overwhelmingly
3.3. An analysis of the proy.tsions for the -limita- appr~ved-was a ~()mplete fraud. According to
bone -of sovereign rights in the field of atomic him, It had never been meant to be accepted.' but
energy showed that it 'would also restrict scien- had been concocted bythe United States and the
tists, preventing them from making unlimited use Un!ted Kingdom in the certainty that the Soviet
of atomic ra.:v.materials for purposes of research, ,U!1lOn would .:reject it a,nd ~at that rejection
Such a condition was unaccepta.ble to. the .Soviet might then be used for anti-Soviet propaganda. At
Union arid the people's democracies. Thos~ coun- . th; same. time, 'h~~ever, M:. Vyshinsky .main-.'
tries had further c~use to mistrust the grandilo- tamed, wlthsome,lacl} of ~onslstency,that the p,l~
quentphra,se~us~dm the draft resolution adopted had been .car~fully; devised to secure Un~ted
by the majorityfn the Ad Hoc PoliticalCommit- • ?tates ·dommatlon of the 'world by the establish
tee. T>heycouldhardly be expected to accept the, ishment of an atomic super-trust under United
assur~~}ce given inparagraph 4totheeffectthat States control; ~djfinally; he argued that the
they. should j~~a!1don, cer~ain soverei~. rights in plan would .J}0tprohibit .•.. atomic weapons but

, favouro£.t~'::Jomtexerclseofthose rights, when would prevent the development of atomic energy
!he majority had repeatedly demonstrated its for peaceful purposes. (j

jnt~tion.to excl~dethe. States ofthep1inoiity 39. Having thus disposed of the majority plan
! bro1U United Nat~ons ()rga!ls. An example could to his own satisfaction, although perhaps not to

e, found m thelr.;xcluslOn. fro!? the organs that o£~ost of the members of .the General
~rea.ted by.the declsl()ns. onthed1.spos~1 of the Assembly, Mr.Vyshinsky asked the Assembly to
orme- Ital~aIl,col?nies.' Pastexp'erience .did not accept the USSR proposals put forward.an.dre
~aye the shghtest d~ubt co~cernmg the uses to jected,in1946, 1947',~l1d1948.J'heUSSRplan,

"W~~1htheproposed mtern~tlOnal control a&,ency he •. sald,.;and. that plai}' alone, '. was' sincere-and
d be put. ' honest; '.It.alonecould 'pro'Vi,defor the immediate' ,
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prohibition of atomic weapons and for the elfec- t9 P?S~~~S the means of making§~ stockpiling
tive.control of atomic energy. The 'sov~reigntyof atomiC bombs: In exactly, the ~ame way, the
individual States, he declared, must be jealously agency, by taking over -the raw materials such as

__ . and rigidly and continuously maintained~, the uranium anl;1 thorium, would automatically bring
unimpeded c control and management of atomic into .force ~~ther stage in .'. the prohibition of,
energy must remain in national hands and inter-: atomic weapons, by removing those materials"
vention by any international agency must be from natiooalcontii0l. To argue that control must
limited to periodic or special inspection. The come first and prohibition afterwards, or that pro
USSR was not going to tolerate any international hit-Jtion was the primary objective and that con- "
supervision of its use of atomic explosives to trol was secondary, was therefore rneaningless
blow up mountains or forests, as it claimed., Prohibition was dependent upon control and th~
within its own territory" Yet, in some mysterious two must go hand in hand. It would scarcely be
and totally unexplained manner, the remainder of an exaggeration to say that control was, in fact
the world could apparently rest assured that those prohibition. "
sam.~( atomic explosives would in no circumstances 45. The difference between the majority plan
be used to blow up cities outside the Soviet Union, and the pSSR plan was that the former provided
40. Stripped ~\! its verbiage, the Soviet Union's for the necessary connexion and correlation be
case was seen to be so unconvincing that it was tween control and prohibition. The USSR plan,
scarcely worth refuting. There were, however, in spite of its specious but.deceptive emphasis on
one or two points on which USSR misrepresenta- simultaneity, did not do 'so. According to that
tions might have caused some confusion, and to plan, nations woiild pledge themselves to stop the
which he would therefore refer briefly. manufacture of ato\pic weapons immediately!and
41. The Soviet Union alleged, for example, that to :Iestroy their stockpiles within a very brief
the majority plan provided for an unnecessarily pe~~od. The sy~tem of control, even on the totally
elaborate system of control while postponing, <, inadequate basis of the USSR proposa!s, could
indefinitely the prohibition of atomic weapons, take. effect. only ov~r a much l!'nger period. The
That point was to some extent covered by the SOVIet Union ~as, m fact, askmg. the re.st of !he
section on stages in the statement of the five world to trust Its word alone. In vle~ of Its policy
Powers (A/1050). It alsoinvolved, however, the and ~e~ord over the 1?ast, yea~s, 1t was h~r~ly
whole relationship be~...een control andprohibi- surpnsmg that the United Nations should insist
tion. That was a fundamental issue and, in the on some more concrete safeguard than a mere
view of the United Kingdom delegation, one on pledge or assurance., "
~hich the USSR ~roposals were most manifestly 46. Both Mr. Vyshinsky in the Assembly and
inadequate. He would not repeat the argument~ m the USSR representative in the Committee had
the five-Power statement, but he could possibly argued that any United Nations agency which
~ake some of them rather more concrete.by refer- , might be established for the control of atomic
nng to on~ o~ two o.f th.e problems which would energy would either be exclusively under United
actually an~e m, putting into force a plan f,o~ ~e States ~oli~rol or be entirely under the direction
control ?f ato~l1c energy and for the prohibition of ~ maJ?nty belonging t? th~ so-called aggressive,
ofatomic weapons, anti-Soviet bloc,' That; indeed, was one of the
42. In the-case, for example, of atomic raw ma~n .~easons they had advanced for rejecting the .'
materials. such' as uranium and thorium and majority plan. If that argument meant anything
atomic plants f~r producing the finished prbduct, at all, the only con~lusion to be drawn was that.
namely, nuclear explosives, it was obvious that the. USSR would reject any effect!ve cont~ol plan
control would have to be established over both the which could be set up by the United Nations. It
raw materials and. the finished products, and, said that i! woul~ accept international inspection,
indeed, over the ~rious intermediate processes, but according to Its own ar~ments th~insp~c~ors

43
·A' f" 'I' USSR ti hich h d ft would be the agents of United States imperialism

. ami tar _ . asser 10~" '!. I a 0 en whose or.1y object would be to conduct what they
been refuted, was,thll:t m themaJ.ority plan con~rol call "espionage' and t sab tth S . tUni
would first be established over the raw materials ' . lJ 0 sa 0 age e OVle mono
and that itw~uld ortly bNmuch later, if at all, 47.... It was hardly feas!ble to suppose that, if the
that control over the ~ !1tlished products would ?S?R adopted an. attltud~ of such blind pre-.
come into effect. The m;\ ,?rity plan, in fact, laid Judice towa~ds any international agency, it would
down no such time-tableor .orderof oprioriti~t., really. he. prepared toeo-operate with the repre
since those' .were matters which could, be settled s~tattves of .that agency and enable them to exer
only' after agreement. had .been reached 6ri-thesys- ,ctse. their function properly and effectively in its
tern. and the kind of control, and in the light. of territory., .
the knowledge that would have been acquired by 4S"Sir Alexander was sometimes inclined to
that time.; wonder .how he would fare if .he arrived in
44. What the majority.plan did'say was,thkt M~sco~ 'as .~inspe~tor under 'the,internayqn~l
when control bad been established over-the raw·author"ty, asking to inspect a certain locality In
materials, those materials would be entrusted to ~e Soviet Union where the international author
the international agency so that they )Vouldnot "it>: had rea.son to .think that irregularities were
be at the disposalof individual States. Similarly, bel~g practised. He feared he would have short
control. over the production. of. nuclear explosives ~hnft, fqr th~re Mr. Vyshinsky would be able. to
would .have. entrusted, the agency both· with..the . mdulge his gift of oratoryeven more ~ffectively,
explosiyest1.l;emselves and with the operatiortand . and perhaps ,even m.ore vehemently, than in the
management of .the .plants •. which produced them. .As~embly and. w01;11a be .able to .: exercise a veto
It would thus be seen that wheritheagency took wh~chwould certal~ly be the last. word.
overn~cl~r explosives~dthe p'ants.producin~ 49.. The argument used by the USSR repre~
the,rn,mdly.!dual States :would automattcallyc::ea~e sentattves themselves proved beyond doubt· that,
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if that State was genuinely ready to accept inter- .
national inspection, it was only because it knew
that such inspection would do nothing to hamper
its plans and would be whotlv ineffective in
establishing prohibition or cQnttol.
SO.' Mr. Vyshinsky had been at great pains to
defend the Soviet Union's proposals for inspec
tion. Sir Alexander was quite ready to accept the
USSR interpretation of "periodic inspection",
but he must maintain that it would be wholly in
adequate. It might be effective in the case of what
were called conventional armaments. The conver- ,
sion of industry from. peace-time production to
the production of conventional armaments was,
in modem times, a complicated and a more or less
slow operation. For conversion. to production of
the ordinary weapons of war, industry had to be
re-planned and re-tooled, a process which could
hardly escape the notice of visiting inspectors. On
the other hand, the conversion of atomic energy
from peaceful to martial uses was a much less
complicated matter: Explosive atomic material
could be used for peace or for war, and the
process in all stages of its manufacture was identi
cal. It was oniy its final application-that was dif
ferent and the choice could be made, as it were,
at the last moment. That was why a continuous
and intimate and effective control must be exer
cisedatall times, in order that governments might
be assured that they were not exposed to the
hazard of violation by others.
51. In a statement to the Committee he had
drawn attention to the fact that, although the
USSR muct be presumed to have the technical
Imowledge required for the manufacture of
atomic weapons, it had not produced any detailed
arguments to counter the criticisms brought
against its proposal for inspection. Those criti
cisms had been elaborated in some detail, and
members of the Assembly would find them set
out in the five-Power statement (A/1050) and
in the summary records of the six-Power consul
tations (A/1045). Mr. Vyshinsky had professed
to take up that challenge, but all he had in fact
done had been to repeat at length the USSR
proposals for control, which had been put forward
in 1947 and had at that time been found to be
inadequate. Apart from that, he could only pro
duce the unconvincing generalization that Soviet
scientists had found the USSR proposals to be
sufficient. Unless he could deal with the criticisms
in the same detailed and factual way in which they
had been put forward, he could scarcely hope to
convince the Assembly of his point of view.

52. Mr. Vyshinsky had waxed extremely elo
quent on the question of sovereignty and on the
virtuous struggle of the Soviet Union to defend
the sovereignty of States against alleged United
States attempts at world domination. Sir Alex
ander would point out, in passing, that the USSR
appeared to hold one vie'/'< ','\hen it was consider
ing the. sovereignty of the Soviet Union itself,.
but a. rather different view in regard to the
sovereignty· of its. neighbours. If the position
adopted by the USSR was final and unalterable,
that was the end of the matter. He still hoped,
however, that there might .be a chance that, on
reflection, the Government. of the .Soviet .Union
would COme to see that all Members at one time
oranothel" had in many ways ceded portions of
their sovereign rights, to an extent· which might
j;h~vebeen considered well nigh impossible a gen-'

eration earlier. Things tended to move faster in
modem times and all had to be prepared for a
change. Many of the derogations irom sovereign
rights which had been accepted in the past had

"been made in the interest of peace or the better
ment of the lot of mankind.

53. The derogation, nations were now asked to
make, was admittedly a large one, but it was re
quired for a large purpose - the safeguarding
of civilization against annihilation. In the opinion
of the United Kingdom the price was not too high;
the insurance premium was not a prohibitive one.
The Assembly must obviously not despair of find
ing a solution to that vital question, howeyer dis
co~raging the immediate prospects might be. At
the same time it was clear that any solution that
was to remove the threat of atomic war which
hung over the world must be acceptable to the
major Powers, and particularly to those which
already possessed the secret of the atomic b0!Ob.
That was one of the reasons why the 'United
Kingdom delegation supported the proposal in the <'

resolution before tlie General Assembly for a con
tinuation of the six-Power consultations. As the
Assembly was aware, the six permanent members
had not been able to report success, but he con
sidered that they had made progress in that they
had been able to cover a great part of the ground
in a full and frank exchange of views which, if
it had not resultedin agreement, had at least de
fined for them and for the world the real nature
of the difficulties and differences dividing them.

54. That might be .the first step towards a
bridging ot those differences. That exchange of
views would be resumed as soon as possible and
Sir Alexander was not without hope that it might
bring them nearer to ultimate agreement. He re
tained some optimism in regard to that i the only
thing that would fill him with pessimism would
be if Members were to put their names to a
scheme which was a sham and a .delusion.

55. Mr. NASZKOWSKI (Poland) said that the
report of the Ad Hoc Political Committee showed
that no positive results had been reached on the
problem of atomic energy. That meant that the
armaments race would continue, and. that the
weapon of mass destruction would continue to
hai!g as a terrible threat oven peaceful cities and
millions of people. The majority in the-Committee
had found no way out of the €:xisting situation;
Many representatives had tried to minim~z~· or
gloss over the fact that the United State~"h~d
long ceased to have a monopoly of atorn\<;;
weapons.

56. The Polish delegation was by no means sur- ,
prised to note that Mr. Vyshinsky's statement
regarding the Soviet Union's useof atomic energy
for peaceful purposes on a grand scale character
istic of that country had caused real alarm in
imperialist circles. While atomic energy had been
exclusively in the hands of the United States, its
use had been limited to the manufacture of atom
bombs. The sinister sound of the explosion of
American bombs dropped over the civilianpopu
lation of Hiroshima had given to the world its
first news of the release. of atomic energy. But
as soon as. Soviet scientists had made themselves
masters of that branch of science, it had become>;·:'
widely known that the .great. discovery was being
used not . for. death. but for .life, npt, to make
cripples b~t to. impr()ve the-lives of human beings.
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65. The' draft resolution submitted by Haiti and
subsequently withdrawn - a fact which s~oke for
itself - had reflected those new, still timid wishes
for a revision of the so-called majority plan.
While the draft had been devoid of any consistent
concrete proposals, it had recognized that deci
sions bearing upon atomic weapons and the con
trol of atomic energy were inseparably inter
linked and should be put into effect simul

58. After President Truman's announcement taneously. Such :\ view represented an admission
about the atomic explosion in the USSR, at- that the basic theory underlying the Soviet plan
tempts had been made to draw comfort from. the was correct.
thought that the production of atom bombs in the 66. The United States, however, had not altered
Soviet Union had not reached the United States
level of production i similarly, there had been its position in any way. It was true that, as the

M V hi kv' t t representative of Czechoslovakia had already
attempts to ridicule r. ys ms rys sta emen pointed out, the Washington correspondent of the
about moving mountains. New Y o,.k Herald Tribtme, Mr. Levin, had re
59. All those subterfuges merely went to show ported that, under pressure from a number of
that there was consternation in the imperialist influential Americans and representatives of the
camp i needless to say, they served no ot-her pur- main Western allies, the State Department had
pose. Humanity already knew that atomic energy begun a-review of United, States atomic policy,
could already be used for the progress of with a view to determining' whether new events,
civilization. notably the atomic explosion in the Soviet Union,

necessitated a revision of the .policy pursued by
60; That knowledge was a constant worry to the United States since 1946. In the United
the great industrial magnates who, fearing a drop Nations, however, the Dnited States continued to
in the price of such commodities as electric power insist on the adoption of a plan essentially identi
due to the use of relatively cheaper atomic energy,
tried to retard progress in that field by artificial cal with the Baruch Plan,promising that it would

change its position only when a better plan was
means.' :j proposed. Such assurances were intended for
61. Attempts to discredit the USSR achieve- trusting simpletons. Mr. Naszkowski recalled in
ments and to ridicule its potential werereminis- that connexion how, at the third session, the
cent of the letter from the United States Secre- United States delegation had reacted to the USSR
tary of Defence to President Roosevelt after the compromise proposal regarding the simultaneous

, beginning of the German-USSR war, to the effect conclusion and entry into force of two conven
that the Gennans would be busy dealing with the tions on prohibition of the atomic weapon and

'Soviet Union for a minimum of one month or a ~ control of atomic energy respectively.
maxim~m of 'three months. It was' well ~~wn 67. The draft resolution submitted by the Can
t!tat HItler himself had thought along. sImI1ar adian and French delegations and approved by
ln~es" and had had to pay dearly for hIS narve the Ad Hoc Political Committee, was only an- ,
mistake, other variant of the old United States view i it <,

62. The statements of more sober-mi~ded Amer- merely sanctioned and "prolonged' the existing
icans, too, had begun to reflect the enormous sig- de~dlock. It could ~e foreseen that, in.view of the
nificance of the use of atomic energy for peaceful attitude of the United States d~legatlOn, further
purposes. Thus, the Director of the American fruitless cons~ltations amon~ .S!X States on tllC'
Association for the United Nations, Mr. Clark abstract question of a pOSSIbIlIty of agreement
Eichelberger, had advanced the idea of creating would lead to nothing. That, however, waspre-
a commission to study the possible uses' of atomic cisely what the American bloc wanted.
energy for peaceful purposes. Mr. Mortison, pro- 68. The Polish delegation believed that the dead
fessor of physics at Cornell University, had noted lock could be solved, not by means of the con
that competition in ,the atomic. field would result tinuance of those consultations, which left the
in the victory of !he country whi~ ~ould be ~e United States entirely free to continue its pro
first to use atomic energy for lighting; heating duction of atomic weapons, but only by the re
and so forth. In a recently published book called newal of the Atomic :Energy Commission's work
Atomic Energy. and Soc~ety, Mr. James S. Allen for the purposes set forth in the USSR resolution.
had stated that If .the Un~ted States used the w?n- 69. The Committee's draft resolution reiterated
der£ulne~ technical achievement for destructive certain familiar theories regarding the need for a
purposes, .It would deserve m,td would suffer a renunciation of national sovereignty. True, the
fate no better than that of HItler, Germany. word "renunciation", which might offend the',
63. The majority in the Ad HocPolitical Corn- sensibilities of certain delegations, had been re
mittee, and particularly the United States dele- placed by the word "limitation"; nevertheless, the
gationhad, however, failed to notice or had pre- text bore the unmistakable stamp of the Baruch
tended. not to notice the significant changes which' Plan.
had ,takenplac~ recently in the field of atomic 70. The United States representative had'pro
energy an4which rende~ed a settlement of that tested against the description of the.m~jority plan
p~~~lem still more essential, as the Baruch Plan. Such a description was, of
64. True, a •note <;>£. anxietY had. been sounded c?urse, ,yery .a~kwar~" f~r the .united. States in
in the •• speeches of ,some smaller •. States belonging view •. of ItS relations with Its various allies; never
tothe so~calledmajority.Thosedelegations were.theless, it was perfectly correct.
beginnin~'"toaQ=lp~.r-·~:;irapproach ~9. questions in 71.. During the consultations. of the six perm~
the~to.mJcfield t",t __,."wworld, conditions. nent members,GeneralMcNaughton had done hIS

\'\ 57. The energy Whic}t, in the h~ds of imperial-:
ists was a weapon' of 'war had, In the hands of a
socialist State become a means of taming nature
for the benefit of mankind. The juxtaposition of
those two facts was so dangerous to the military
bloc that everything possible had been done to
weaken the impression caused by Mr. Vyshinsky's
statement.

I,
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utmost to find differences between the majorlty the responsibility for the fact that. the problem
plan and the Baruch Plan. His search, however, of the international controlof atomic energy had
had been fruitless: the substanc~ of the. plan re- not yet been solved. It was to that end that they .
tila'ined unaffected whether the international 01'- had published the st~tement which the r;pres~ta\

f t I d lb d as a trustee or as an tives of Canada, .Chma, France, the Un~ted Kt~g-
gan 0 con 1'0 was escn e ( ( dom and the Umted States had made with regard
owner. to the consultations of the six permanent members'
72 In the Ad Hoc Political Committee, Mr. of the Atomic Energy Commission. United States
Hickerson had shown great resentment of the \fact propaganda had widely disseminated that libellous
that the organ proposed by the majority had b'een statement, so that the truth should not be heard
described as a United States super-trust. He had and the proposals of "the USSR Government
protested that the United States was proposing should once again be concealed from the public.
to hand its whole atomic industry over to an It would however, be difficult to mislead public
international organ within the United Nations and opinion, 'for truth always triumphed in the end.
should' not, therefore, be accused of evil Responsibility for the fact that General Assembly
intentions. resolution 1 (I) of 24 January 1946 had not been

.73. It was perfectly obvious that, in, exis~ing implemented lay with the United States. and
circumstances, a possible transfer of the Umted United Kingdom Governments. Mr. Vyshmsky
States atomic industry to an international organ had just made a very concise and complete survey
would in no way affect the position of the United of the problem.
States while a similar transfer would place the 79. The United States representative had at
Soviet Union at the mercy of the Anglo-Ameri- P 1" 1 C itt d
"can bloc. Mr. Naszkowski stressed' that he was tempted, in the Ad Hoc 0 itica ommi ee an

.• .. . in the General Assembly, to defend the Baruch
speaking of a "possible" transfer because, under Plan tor international control which the United
the majority plan, the United States would by no States had submitted to the AtomicEnergy Corn
means be obliged to hand over its atomic industry mission as far back as 14 June 1946.1 He refused
even to an international organ entirely obedient to take the time factor into account; he refused
to it. to take into account the fact that almost .four
74. The Polish delegation in the Ad Hoc Politi- years had passed since that plan had been sub:
cal Committee had exposed the hypocritical posi- mitted, that scientific work on atomic energy had
tionof the so-called majority and. had proved that advanced considerably, that the peoples of the
it was designed only to disguise the aggressive whole world demanded the prohibition of atomic
plans of the imperialist camp. I~ ~ad.unswervingly weapons, that the whole world longed for the
opposed the schemes of the militarists because it "cold war" to come to an end, and that the people
remembered full well the dreadful sufferings im- throughout the' world passionately desired peace.
posed upon the Polish people by the· Second 80. The United Kingdom representative had not
World War. Nevertheless, the majority had ig- changed his position, eit~er. Both. he .and th.e
nored its warnings and had rejected the peaceful United States representative had glyen m detail
USSR proposal, approving- instead the draft reso- their version of the differences of opinion which
lution submitted by Canada and France. had become apparent in the. course of, the last few
75. The Polish delegation had no illusions about years between them and the USSR representative.
the results of the voting in the plenary meeting; They had warmly praised the United States plan
but it wished to emphasize that the will of the and had tried to show that the USSR plan was
majority expressed in such voting did not repre- . unacceptable to them. .:
sent the·will. of. the nation.s..It firI?ly believed ~at 81. The United States ami the 'UnitedKingdom
t~: real majority, compnsmg mllh.ons of Sov~et representatives had stated once again that they
citizens, . Poles~ French~en.' Amencans, colonial would continue to support the control plan. set
and semt-col?~tal peoples, simple men and women forth in the recommendations of the majority of
arde~tly desmngpeace, ,,:ould frustrate the ag- the Atomic Energy Commission. In words, they
gre.sslve plans to use atomic energy ~ that force advocated the prohibition of the use of atomic
,,:hlch should and could become a !>lessmg, to man- energy for military purposes, but in deeds they
kind - for purposes of destruction and war. were categorically opposed to the prohibition. of
76. .Mr. KISELEV (Bye1orussian Soviet Socialist atomic weapons, and to the conclusionand simul
Republic) stated that of the two draft resolutions taneous implementation of two conventions, one
before the General Assembly on the prohibition prohibiting' atomic weapons, the other establish
of atomic weapons and the establishment of con- ing control over the implementation of that pro-
trol of atomic energy, the first, which had .been hibition. .
submitted by Canad~ .and Franceandapproved 82. They had rejected the USSR proposal to
by the Ad Hoc Political Commtttee,. was b~se~ strengthen an international convention on the pro
on the unaccepta1?le plan of the Umted Sta!es, hibition of .atomic weapons by means of the .es
the second, submltte1 by the USSR delegation, tablishment of a comprehensive system of inter
was the only one which showed the true way of national control, The records of the -discussions
resolving that vast and complex problem. between the permanent members of. the Atomic
77. There was no problem with which world Energy Commission showed tbatthefive 'Govern
public opinion was so concerned as it was with ments making up the majority had protested, not
the problem of atomic weapons and their use in only against the immediatc>prohibitiQn of atomic
a future war. . weapons, but also-against the esta.plishment ofef
78. In their statements to the Ad Hoc<I'olitical fective internationaLcontroJ. T~ley.had·attempted
Committee and the General Assembly,.,clie rep re- to replace such control by an" incomplete ,s~;tem

se!lta.t~ves of the. Unit;d, Statesand of t~e Uni~ed ..1 See Official Recordsof}he Atomic E 11erflY (;qmrnis-
Kmg-dom had tned to place on theSovietUnion SIOil, First Year, No.!.' . .
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of control by stages, which would be put into resentative of notwishing to accept such control.
effect first of all with regard to raw materials, Documents showed that the United States repre,
leaving aside all other aspects of the question. sentatives had rej~ed the USSR representative's
83. Their statements contained slanderous alle- proposals for the S~p1ultaneous establishment of
gations to the effect that the proposals made by strict international. control over all facilities for
the Soviet Union were dangerous in character. the extraction of atomic raw materials and pro
The authors of those. allegations had not even duction of atomic energy. That showed that the

United States of America intended to confine it
deemed it necessary to produce arguments to bear self to the establishment of control over sources
out their charges. of atomic raw materials throughout the world and
84. It might well be. asked which of the USSR to evade the immediate establishment of control
proposals could prove dangerous to them. It seem- over the centres of atomic production, which
ed that they considered dangerous the proposals were more important. There could 'be no doubt
forbidding the manufacture, possession or use of that such a system of control would be mere
atomic weapons and ordering the destruction of trickery to deceive the people of the world by
all·reserves of atomic weapons within a period of creating the illusion of the existence of a system
three months from the entry into force of the of control, white the most important stages of
convention, or those providing for the utilization atomic production 'Would escape control ior an
of the nuclear fuel contained in those weapons for indefinite time and the question of prohibition of
peaceful purposes. the atomic weapon would remain unsolved.

85. The representatives of the United States and 88. At the current meeting of the General
the United Kingdom in the Atomic Energy Corn- Assembly, Sir Alexander Cadogan had stated that
mission and in other organsof the United Nations no progress could be made with regard to inter
were' thoroughlv convinced. that the United States national control of atomic energy so long as the
of America held a monopoly of atomic weapons Soviet Union continued to reject .the proposals
and that any convention prohibiting that weapon of the majority. He had merely repeated. what
would constitute a threat to their interests and certain representatives, particularly those of Can
their security. The futility of those views had ada, France and New Zealand had said in the Ad
become evident. Hoc Political Committee.
86. Atomic energy which, in the hands of the 89. In that regard, Mr. Kiselev referred to the
capitalists, was a means for the manufacture of telegram (A/1l23) sent by Mr. Chou En-lai,
lethal weapons, an instrument 'of threat, blackmail Foreign Minister of the Central Government of
and violence, had, in the hands of the peoples of the Chinese People's Republic to the President of
the Soviet Union, become a powerful means of the General Assembly and to the Secretary-Gen.
technical progress, of developing their country's eral of the United Nations. The delegation of the
productive forces and for the furtherance of their Byelorussian SSR would no longer recognize the
well-being. Far from being guided by the com- delegation of the Government of the Kuomintang
mon interests of humanity, the representatives of because it no longer represented China and had
the Anglo-American bloc pursued only their own no right to speak in the name of the Chinese
selfish interests and refused to free humanity people.
from the threat of the atomic weapon bvprohibit- 90. Returning to the question of atomic energy,
ing it immediatelyarid unconditionally. The ruling Mr. Kiselev said that there were many documents
circ1esof the United States of America were en- to show how unsubstantiated and slanderous were
deavouring to conceal their true intentions behind the assertions of the representatives of the United
the authority of the United Nations. Everyone States and the United Kingdom that the Soviet
was aware that during the post-war period the Union would not accept international inspection,
United States had resorted to "atomic diplomacy", A perusal of the Atomic Energy Commission's
and had exerted pressure on other countries by second report to the Security Council showed that
openly stating that they intended to make use of the USSR Government was proposing the estab
atomic"weapons. It should be noted, however, that lishment of such a system of inspection, to go
since President Truman's famous statement the into operation simultaneously in all plants, those
sponsors of that policy were beginning to exhibit engaged in the extraction of atomic raw materials
greater restraint: and those engaged in the production of atomic
87. Nevertheless, the United States was continu- . materials atid.at?mic energy. Mr. Kiselev wo~ld
ing to insist on the adoption of its plan. As had not enu~erate all the very broad powers ~hlch
been pointed out, the Baruch Plan was based on the. Soviet proposals conferred upon the inter
the transfer of the right of ownership of all ~atlOnal control agency; t~e USSR represen~~
means of atomic energy production to an inter- tive had already done that, 10 the Ad Hoc ~ohtt
national organ of control. That would inevitably cal Committee, on 8 November 1949 and 10 the
lead to the establishment of a monopoly in that General Assembly.
field, and would transform .the organ of control 91. The facts indicated that the Soviet Union
into' a world atomic super-trust, under the aus- was demanding the immediate ana unconditional
pices of the United States monopolies. Under the prohibition of atomic weapons while the United
Baruch .Plan, the international organ was to have States and the United Kingdomwere .taking.a
practicatly unlimited powers. The plan insisted stand against such.prohibition; the. Soviet Union
upon the .establishment of controlby stages, the was asking 'for the establishment of strict -and
first of which concerned raw materials.. The simultaneous control over atl .. stages of atomic pro
United States. representative 'consistently refused duction from the extraction of .. raw materials.to
to s~v how much time would elapse before the the production of atomic materials and atomic
establishment. of .control and inspection. in the energy. On the contrary, the United States·.and
other stages, and accused the Soviet Union rep- the United Kingdom were proposing to limit the
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done his best to bolster faith in the atomic bomb
and to sustain the theories of American politi
cians and military men who had built up elaborate
plans on the basis of the United States superiority
in atomic weapons,
97. In an effort to help preserve mankind from
the threat of atomic weapons which United States
militarists held over it, the USSR Government
had submitted proposals which represented a
positive step in the solution of the problem of
atomic energy. They were based on respect for
the rights of all peoples, great or small. They
would prevent the international control of atomic
energy from being used for the purpose of estab
lishing a monopoly by one country or one group
of countries in that field. Finally, they would
prevent the utilization of the atomic weapon for
the mass destruction of peaceful populations,
They safeguarded the political and economic in
dependence of all States and guaranteed the
solution of the problem of the establishment of
an international control of the production of
atomic weapons.
98. The USSR proposals called upon the'
Atomic Energy Commission to resume its work
of giving effect to the General Assembly reso
lutions of 24 January and 14 December 1946.
They also asked it to proceed immediately with
the preparation of conventions on the prohibition
of atomic weapons and for the control of atomic
energy. They specified that the two conventions
were to be! concluded and brought into force
simultaneously. The problem of atomic energy
could only be solved by adoption of the USSR
proposals.. Those who opposed their adoption
would bear a heavy responsibility in history
towards mankind.

99. The Byelorussian delegation .considered the
draft resolution submitted by the Ad Hoc Politi
cal Committee unacceptable and would vote
against it.

100. General McNAUGHTON (Canada) stated
that the Canadian delegation had followed with
the closest attention and the greatest interest the
debate on the international control of atomic en
ergy which had taken place in the Ad Hot Politi
cal Committee and in the plenary meetings of the
General Assembly. The Canadiandelegation] like

.other delegations, had had ample opportunity in
the Ad Hoc Political Committee to make known
the position of its Government on that important
question. It did not, therefore, intend to repeat
the views it had already expressed, but. would
merely state that what it had heard during the
course of the debate bore out the merit of the

. proposals in the draft resolution recommended
by the Ad Hoc Political Committee, which the
Canadian delegation, in association with ·the dele
gation of France, had had the honoiir to sponsor.

101. Several speakers hadreminded the Assem
bly that Mr. Vyshinsky had said that the atomic
explosive which could blast a city . could also
blast -a mountain. If that were so, the reverse
was no less true, which proved conclusively the
correctness of the basic fact which the Canadian
delegation had pointed out from the beginning,
namely, that' the same materials which could he.
used for constructive and peaceful purposes could
also. be..used to bring destruction to the cities of
men; That was precisely why effective inter
national control was essential if the world. was
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control of raw materials to the first stage, without
stating how long that stage was to last and leav
ingthe production of atomic materials and atomic
energy free from all control for an indefinite
period.

92. That was intended to conceal the real aims
of the United States of America, which expected
to continue to use atomic energy for military pur
poses as long as it could, manufacturing and
stockpiling atomic weapons which the ruling
circles of the United States and the United King
dom intended to use as an instrument of their
aggressive policy. Those were the facts, said Mr.'
Kiselev, and he challenged the representatives of
the United States and the United Kingdom to
deny them from the rostrum of the General
Assembly. .'

93. It might justifiably be asked why the Atomic
Energy Commission had been unable to solve the
most important political problem facing the world.
The main reason was that from the beginning of
the Commission's work, the United, States had
adopted a position utterly incompatible with the
establishment of international control of atomic
energy.

94. As the spokesman of capitalist monopolies
and United States military circles, Mr. Baruch,
the United States representative on the Atomic
Energy Commission, had presented proposals
which excluded any possibility of agreement. The
principal objective of his plan had been to con
solidate the world monopoly of the United States
in the field of atomic energy through the agency
of an international control organ dominated by
United States representatives.

·95. On 23 September 1949, President Truman
had announced that an atomic explosion had taken
place in the Soviet Union. The organs of the
American, British and French Press, as well as
the newspapers of a good many other countries,
had published reports on the matter which had
spread alarm among the general public. Mr.

.Baruch had also made a statement on it which
The New York Times had published on 4 October
1949. He had expressly stated that the United
States of America should do everything possible
to maintain its overwhelming superiority in the
field of atomic weapons. Mr..Barueh had added
that, in the interests of the maintenance of world
peace, the United States must not lose its advan
tage. In his view, the United States should adopt
a peace-time mobilization plan. Thus Mr. Baruch
had not deviated from his earlier position. He was
maintaining his previous militarist and aggressive
attitude;-he was continuing to .advocate an atomic
armaments race.

96. According to Press reports Mr. Baruch was
not only adviser to President Truman, he was
also persona grata with the Wall Street monopo
lies. Moreover, his remarks were not without
interest. They reflected. the opinion of United

. States circles, which were perfectly well aware
. that agreement with the Soviet Union on atomic

energy would mean the end of atomic .bomb
production and. would reduce the production of
atomic energy in the United. States, in which
thousands of millions of dollars had been in
yested.That would endanger the most cherished
!nterests o~ an influential group of American
~;~dustrialists and financiers. Mr. Baruch had
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gard to tHe question. During the course of the de-
bate a number of suggestions had been put for
ward. The draft 'resolution before the Assembly
called upon the six p~~an~t mem~er~ of t1}e
Atomic Energy Comr~l1sslQn, m continu~ng their
consultations to consider those suggestions, He
himself had the privilege of being the Chairman of
that group for its next meeting, ~d. in that c~pac

ity he had arrang..'-t !or the compilationof a. list ?f
all suggestions']? "orward by representatives m
the course of the ....ebate, That list would be placed
before the group at its ~ext meeting. He wou~d
like to assure the President, therefore, that, If
the draft resolution were adopted, as recom
mended by the Ad Hoc Political Committee, it
would provide the m~date for their task to ~~
continued and would gIVe the assurance that their
work was acceptable to the conscience of the'
world.

107. With that mandate and with a full sense
of responsibility, the group would certai~ly do
its utmost to explore all avenues and examme all
concrete suggestions which could help in the
endeavour to reach an agreement which could
effectively prohibit and .in~eed elim.inat~ the
atomic weapon by establishing effective inter
national control of atomic energy.

108. Mr. MANUILSKY (Ukrainian Soviet So
cialist Republic) said that .before dealing with
the draft resolution recommended by the Ad Hoc
Political Committee, he would like to say a few
words on the digressions that some members had
made during the discussion: He wondered :why
Mr. Hickerson had found It necessary to refer
to maps which could be bought at any store.
Mr Hickerson had also tried to make the
Ge~eral Assembly believe that Mr. Vyshinsky
had quoted Mr. Acheson's letter about the control
of atomic weapon production incorrectly. The
fact was that the letter quoted by Mr. Vyshinsky -,
did state explicitly that acceptance of inte~na
tional control would not mean that. the Umted
States would stop producing atomic bombs. Mr.
Hickerson could not escape. that. fact. Mr.
Manuilsky said he would not take up Mr. Hicl~er
son's statement that one Power was opposing
fifty-eight others on the, question of. atoI?ic
energy. He would show later that the situation
was a little different,

109. Turning to the Canadian-French draft
resolution which the majority in the Ad Hoc
Political Committee was submitting for the, ap
proval of the General Asse~?ly, he 1?'0ted. that
the resolution related to the International con
trol of atomic energy". That heading alone was
an indication of its authors' intentions and of
the interests which they were protecting despite
the aspirations of the masses, who urgently de
manded prohibition of atomic weapons. The P?r
pose of the Canadian-French draft .r~S?IUtlO~
Was clear: it was to avoid the prohibition of
atomic weapons and allow the use of such ~eap
ons of mass destruction in a war for which-e
and he was ,choosing his words carefully-e-the
ruling circles of the United States o~ America
and the United Kingdom were preparmg.

110. The Canadian-French draft resolution was
not intended to serve the interests of peace, but
the interests of such monopolies, as the Dup~pt,
Westinghouse , and General .Electric c011?-panlery,
all of which, under' the pretext of workmg ·fiJf
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to be made secure.from the terribie power which
might be. released in' the fission of the atom.

102 At one point in the debate Mr. Vyshinsky
had' seemed to suggest tha~ his Government would
not accept any international control over the
peaceful uses of atomic energy, and he had ap
peared, furthermore, to rej~ct the i~ea of quotas
in the production of atomic mate~tals intended
for peaceful purposes, At-another time, however,
he had claimed that he was prepared to accept
international inspection.

103. What the Soviet Union de.legati?n had. in
the, past meant by strict international inspection
differed very substantially from what those words
meant to other 'members. If, however, there was
any ambiguity in Mr. Vyshinsky's recent state
mentshe could assure the General Assembly
that the Canadian delegation would do its best,
in the consultations of the six Powers, to resolve
that ambiguity. It would certainly seek a clear
statement of just what the USSR Gove.rnment
had ht mind, though it did not seem to him that
the Soviet Union's position on the matter had
changed during the, past year. At the next mee~
ing of the six permanent members of the Atomic
Energy Commission, however, he would ~sk the
USSR representa!ive wheth~: there ~ad m fact
been any change m the position of hIS Govern
ment and, if so, just what it had been.

104. Meanwhile, the delegation of the USSR
had reintroduced in. the Assembly the same draft
resolution which had been. carefully consi~e!ed

and decisively rejected by the Ad Hoc ~ohtIcal

Committee. Since the Soviet Union delegation w?s
obligingthe Assembly to take time to vote. agam
on that draft, resolution, he must say that It was
still as mislea\iing, unsatisfactory and unaccept
able as it had been a few weeks earlier and that
the Canadian delegation would therefore c0!1-

, tinue to oppose it. From what he had heard m
the debate, it would not seem that the'gap between
the .USSR Government and the other Members
on the international control of atomic energy had

<been narrowed. Nevertheless, the Canadian dele
19ation had not' given up hope th~t ag~eement
might eventually be reached. In Its vIe~ .no
Member must ever give up hope of. attaining
agreement on a question so vital to the future
of all the peoples of the world.

105. The principle that the natiC?ns
o
,?~s~ con

tinue to work for. agreement was implicit I~ .the
draft resolution adopted by the Ad Hoc Political
Committee. Other important principles which ~ad

been developed: in ,the Committ.ee .and which
were, in his view, correctly embodied m the draft
resolution, were that the door must be kept open
and that minds must be kept open jthe General
Assembly must ,retain a sense of responsibility
and must refuse to gamble with the peace and
security of the,men and women all over the world
whom it represented. It must be very careful not
to mislead the world or to pretend that there
Was security when there was none.

106.. The, Canadian . delegation had insisted
throughout that Members, must maintain open
minds . must explore all avenues 'carefully and
exami~eall concrete suggestions objectively and
sincerely with a view to .determining whether they
could lead to agreement which would securethe
basic ,objectives of the General Assembly with re-
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United States national defence, had made the
production of atomic weapons one of the most '
profitable concerns in the United States.
111. In confirmation of his statements, he cited
the book written by a Canadian engineer, Dyson
Carter, which had unfortunately been withdrawn
from circulation by the American censorship. In
that book Mr. Carter had revealed the whole
machinery of the relationship between those com
panies and the state apparatus of the United
States of America. It could be considered an
established fact that, from the time of the first
important discoveries in the field of atomic
energy, all use of that energy had been kept in
the hands of the American monopolies. In order
to derive vast profits, they had directed the
scientific research and the practical application of
atomic energy wholly towards military-ends.

112. The American Press-s-which could not be'
suspected of sympathy for....the plans. of the
USSR-and specifically the New York Herald
Tribune of 12 April 1949, had, said that the
United States House of Representatives had
allocated over a thousand million dollars for the
development of atomic energy. The "business
men" of atomic energy had made sure they would
get the lion's share in the application of those
credits.· The New York Sun of 1 August 1949
had confirmed that view in reporting that the
parts making up the atomic weapon tested at
Eniwetok in 1948 had been mass-produced by
industrial undertakings or state factories in the
United States.

113. Apart from the men of the trusts, United
States military circles had gained control of the
greatest scientific discovery ever made and that
was an equally ominous situation. In point of
fact, it was the high-ranking officers of the
United States Army, Navy and Air Force who
directed .the United States Atomic Energy
Commission.
114. When parliamentarians of the type of Mr.
Cannon were added to the men of the trusts and
the military, it would be seen what an odd
triumvirate determined United States policy with
respect to atomic energy and why that policy had
nothing in common with, the prohibition of
atomic weapons or with the establishment of
control over the production of atomic energy.
That policy was guided by the selfish interests
of the United States. It did not take moral con
siderations into account. It had been expressed
by Mr. Elmer Davis.. former Director of the
Office of War Information, who had stated
cynically in an article that he did not allow him
self to be influenced by the,' assertion that, the
atomic bomb, was an inhuman weapon and, its
use contrary to military honour as well as' to
'Christian morality. Except . for economy and
speed, Mr. Davis had added,' there was no differ
ence between incendiary raids and the use of the
atomic bomb. When it was recalled that the

, -United States, of America had no, atomic raw
materials and received limited ,quantities of those
materials' from Canada, and the, Belgian Congo
'and used them solely-for military ends, the state
ment in the second paragraph of the' recital of
the draft resolutionrecommended by the Ad Hoc
'Political,Committee, 'that atomic energy used for
peacefl.Jl ends would' lead to an' improvement in
thestandard of living;' could be appreciated at its
tItle value. The 'references to the development

of the peaceful uses of atomic energy for the
benefit of all peoples, in the fourth paragraph
~i the recital, and to peaceful ends, in paragraph
1 Of the operative part of the draft, resolution,
were also hypocritical, In point of fact, military
circles and the men of the power-production trusts
feared the competition of atomic, energy and
were preventing its use for the benefit of all
peoples and for peace.

115. Because of its-lack.of atomic raw materials
and because its capitalistic monopolies were trying
to establish their control over the production of
atomic energy, the United States of America had
been impelled, in 1946, to submit the notorious
Baruch plan, the essential elements of which ap
peared once more in the draft resolution recom
mended by the Ad H oc Political Committee in
the third paragraph of the recital, In fact, that
paragraph repeated, in veiled form, the proposal
to establish the right. of ownership of the Ameri
can atomic trust over all the sources ofatomic
raw materials and all the concerns producing
atomic materials or atomic energy. '

116. Such claims were all the more strange
because the authors of the draft resolution and
the members of the majority of the Ad Hoc
Political Committee were fully aware of the
criticisms of the American plan for 'Control that
such eminent physicists as the British professor
Blackett and the French professor joliot-Curie,
as' well as other eminent specialists in nuclear,
research, had made.

117. The authors of the draft resolution were
also fully aware that experiments had been made
in some countries which showed that the United
States no longer held a complete monopoly of the
production:' of atomic energy. That' changed the
situation entirely and 'made the persistence with
which the United States pressed for the adoption
of its outmoded plan, without taking facts into
account, even less justifiable.

118. The United States representatives realized
that their position was far from sound, and were
trying to convince the General Assembly that
their plan was no longer an American plan.and
that, since it had received the sanction of the
General Assembly, it had become an international
plan approved by world public opinion. That was
the view Mr. Hickerson had upheld.

119. It would, however, be a mistake always to
identify world 'public opinion with that of' the
General Assembly. No referendum had ever been
held in the United States, the United Kingdom
or other countries on the United States plan of
control and the USSR proposals for prohibition
of atomic 'weapons. On the other hand" it was
known that a study published in 1948 by the
United States State Department >showed that in
the United States, a country where public opinion
was exposed to constant pressure from a power
ful propaganda machine.vmore than 50 per cent
of the persons consulted had said that they did
not approve of the "American plan". After,the
atomic explosions in the Soviet Union-for in
dustrialpurposes-it was unlikely that the num
ber of champions of the American plan in the
United States had grown while that of supporters
of agreement with the USSR on the subject of
prohibition 01, atomic weapons haddecreased, On
the. contrary, ,. President Truman's declaration of
23 September 1949 and the Tass communique'of
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commoh. good. It might be asked what sacrifice
would be made by the United States, which would
stand at .the head of the Jnternational atomic
trust, control the economies of other countries,.
increase its profits from day to day, and make
others suffer its losses.

127. Paragraph 4 of the draft resolution recom
mended by the Ad Hac Political Committee
which called upon all States to demonstrate their
sovereignty by abandoning it, sounded like a
sorry joke. Such an absurd idea was simply a
play on words, and, although its authors might
think it the height of diplomatic subtlety, it was
quite out of place in a serious political document.

128. Would the Soviet Union's position in de
fence of the sovereign rights of States prevent
the establishment of international control of
atomic' energy if atomic weapons had been pro
hibited? That was how Sir Alexander Cadogan had
tried to portray the situation. Sir Alexander Imew
that that was not correct. It was perfectly clear
that every State signing the convention on the
prohibition of atomic weapons and the convention
for the establishment of control andimplementa
tion of that prohibition would assume an obliga
tion to adhere. to the provisions of the conventions
in good faith and would recognize the right of
the intemational control agency which was to
see to it that that obligation was scrupulously
observed.

129. The powers of the international control
organ, as also the obligations of States, could be
accepted only within the limits of practical
necessity. He used the word "limits" advisedly,
for he had every reason to suspect and to allege
that the United States, which aimed at world
domination, would be secretly at the back of the
intemational control organ.
130. Any attempt to give. to the international
control organ and to. the obligations assumed by'
States which signed conventions a wider inter
pretation than was dictated by practical needs
would constitute an attempt to abolish national
sovereignty and could not be accepted by any
self-respecting State. He asked Sir Alexander
Cadogan to take note of those words;
131.. He could not pass over in silence paragraph
2 of the operative part of the Committee's drait
resolution which again raised the questionu]
which convention was. to be concluded and pur
into effect first-the convention prohibiting atomic
weapons, or the convention establishing inter
national control of that prohibition. As all were
aware, the. Government of the USSR,. in an
effort to achieve agreement, .had proposed that
the two conventions should be drawn up and

.put into effect simultaneously, Yet the repre
sentatives of the United States, Canada and the
United, Kingdom were asking. the. Soviet Union
what new proposal it had to offer and whether it
had anything fresh to say about the two con
ventions.

'132. Mr. .Hickerson. had' told the Assembly that
ill' his, statement Mr. Vyshinsky hadmerelyte-'
peated what had already been said. Mr:. Manuilsky
would take, the liberty of saying ,that Mr.
Flickersolthimself . had brought nothing new
into the discussion and had done nothing but
repeat "thee •• old United. States ditty. Theonlr
possible explanation for the paragraph inques
tion of th~Committee'~ resolution was that the
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25, September 1919 had caused a 'powerful move
ment in favcur of agreement with the Soviet
Union on the atomic question.
120. That tendency was manifest not only among
averag~) Americans;, scientists, soldiers, states
men, jq~malists had declared that it was essential
to read' understanding o~ the subject of atom.ic
energy. In other eountnes, the movement ID
favour of prohibition of atomic"weapons and of
agreement on that subject between the USSR
and the United States had been still more
marked.

121. The same state of mind had become ap
parent even among some members of the Ad Hoc
Political Committee, arid had found expression
in the draft resolution submitted by the delega
tion of Haiti. No one knew why the representa
tive of Haiti had withdrawn his draft resolution,
moderate in form and' content, but differing
somewhat from the plans Oi~ the United States
atomists. Had the well-known apparatus of pres
sure behind the scenes been put into action? It
was also possible that the Haitian, draft '. resolu
tion had merely been a trial balloon intended to
create the illusion that an attempt at-understand
ing was wanted while, in reality, the draft had
been destined. to be withdrawn from the start.
Whatever the truth might be, it was a fact that
the representative of Haiti had hastily with
drawn his draft without. even having been able

. to explain to the Committee why he had so sud
denly changed his position. There could be no
doubt that it had been much easier to bury that
"draft resolution than to stifle the voices of ' the
millions of men. in all countries of the world who
demanded prohibition of 'the atomic weapon.

122. . The voices were those of sovereign nations,
and it was on them that the question of! prohibi
tion .of' atomic weapons would ultimately depend.
That was precisely why the men behind the
authors of the draft resolution recommended by
the Ad Hoc Political Committee were 'afraid of
the free sovereign nations, which they meant: to
deprive' of their freedom and their sovereignty
so as to hold them more closely to the course
of the American pretenders to world hegemony.
123. The threat that nations would be deprived
of their sovereignty in disregard of the Charter
was real because the United States was exerting
economic, political and military pressure on other
countries, especially the smaller countries; with
a view to forcing-them to surrender their national
soyereignty. That :was. an integral part of the
campaign of'American expansionist circles for
world .hegemony. The •whole •problem could be
summe(bup in. very simple terms: "I want, to

·strangle you, and you must not resist me, because
I am doing it for. your own good".
124~ The Am,eric:an. expansionists were con
stantly repeating, that .national.vsovereignty was
too costly a .Iuxury :for small ,States. in ,the
"atomic' age" .•The' key, to the Jrontiers of those
States, ithey said, was . in the pockets'.ofth~
United States of Americ:a. That did not mean,
however, . that the.' key, to the frontiers of the

·United States could be trusted to. anyone.
't2.S"O()It ~ightw.enbea$ked where was the '

'.,p,no,'.. c,l,p"I.e, ,O.f. e..,q".u.a.. l.lty,.: O...f S.,t,',a'. t,.,e.,.s.,. ,1.a,l"g.e..• ,.an.., ..d.... s.m.allproelaimedby theUl1ited•Nations ,Charter.
·,126: 'Itw~ssaidagain and again that all nations
slto~~jlacrific~theitnationalsovereigntyforthe
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Government of the USSR to open the country'
more -wldely to foreign broadcasts. In the
USSR, of which the 30 million Ukrainians
formed a part, there was not and never would
be any place for war propaganda.

139. The work of Soviet experts in the field of
atomic energy was designed 'to serve the interests
of peace and the welfare of the various nationali
ties making up the Soviet people. On 6 November
1949 one of the most eminent political personali
ties in the USSR, Mr. Malenkov, had expressed
the thoughts of the people of the Soviet Union
when he had said that for an imperialist, atomic
energy was but a means for the production of
murderous weapons and a basis for threats
blackmail and violence'; in the hands of th~
Soviet people, however, th~t energy could and
should become a powerful instrument for tech
nical progress and the developmertt of the pro
ductive forces of the USSR.. That was an
expression of the noble humanism of Soviet
socialism and sprang from the political and social
structure of the Soviet State. That humanism
had inspired the Government of the USSR when
ithad submitted its proposals for the prohibition
of atomic weapons and persistently defended its
proposals over a period of three years, despite
the fierce opposition of the opponents of inter"
national peace and co-operation.

140. The USSR Government had given proof
of very great patience in its. efforts to arrive at
agreement, while the representatives of the
Anglo-American bloc had done their utmost to
find new obstacles to hinder any solution of the
problem of the utilization of atomic energy for
peaceful purposes only. Nevertheless, Sir Alex
ander Cadogan had denied those facts from the
tribune of the General Assembly. He knew very
well, however, that when it was evident that
agreement was possible between the majority of
the members of the Atomic Energy Commission
and the Soviet Union on the question pf tii'e
destruction of stocks of atomic weapons, itwas
enoug-h for the United States to intervene for all
possibility of agreement to' disappear. There had
been other times when the. possibility of agree
menthad been in sight.. but on .each occasion the
United States delegation had virtually imposed
a veto and made any agreement 'impossible.

141. When the United St~,tes delegation refused
to support the prohibition of. atomic weapons and
began to place the question of the institution of
the international control of atomic energy in the
forefront, the Government of the USSR had
submitted its proposals of 11 June 1947.2 It was
sufficient to be acquainted 'with those proposals,
andmore especially with paragraphs 6 and 7, to
be convinced that the Soviet Union had proposed
that extremely wide powers of inspection should
be given. to the international control. organ. The
representatives of the United. States, however,
had deliberately kept silent on those proposals,
or had distorted them, in order to .continue the
production of atomic weapons without any
control. ' ,

142.. No one was unaware, either; that wh,erithe
Atomic Energy Commissionhad found itself at
a deadlock in cQnnexion with the so-called entry
into-force stages of international control and the

·See OffiCial 'Records o/eh; Atomic E~g~Comtni.f~
$i(1'J, SecQncl Y~l'j No.a. ..' . .. ..' '.'

23 November 1949

sinister forces behind that resolution were trying'
by all possible means to ,,,>,-~vent an agreement
and to increase disagreen1~~ so as to make it
impossible to prohibit atomic weapons;

133. The same reasons would explain the con
tents of paragraph 3 of the Committee's resolu
tion, the effect of which would be to put an end
to the activities of the Atomic Energy Commis
sion and to place the question in the hands of the
six permanent members of the Commission. It
was permissible to wonder what part would be
played by the Security Council, which had the
chief responsibility for, the maintenance of inter
national peace and security and of which there
had been so much talk in the First Committee '
at the time of the discussion ,of the Soviet Union's
proposals -for the conclusion, of a treaty' between
the five permanent members, with a view to con
solidating the peace.'

134. By voting in favout'" of the Canadian
Fre~~ resoluti?n, the majority in the Ad Hoc
Political Committee had crudely violated the most
important provisions of the General Assembly
resolutions of 24 January and 14 December 1946
and had violated the Charter of the United
Nations.

135. It was quite obvious that the Ukrainian
delegation could not vote for the draft resolution
adopted by the majority of the Ad Hoc Political
Committee, which clearly reflected the desire of
the ruling circles in the United' States to keep
the. atomic weapon as a weapon of aggression
against peaceful peoples. In spite of its diplo
matic language, the draft resolution was full of
intolerance for any solution reached by agreement
and of hatred for the Soviet Union, whose Gov
~1'nment had submitte~ proposals of great historic
l~~~rtance, c~>ndemmng war preparations, pro
h.lbltlng atomic weapons and providing, for the
.signature of a treaty between the five permanent
members of the Security Council with a view to
consolidating peace. Whether that were desired
or not, those proposals would be recorded in
pistory as the highest proof of the peaceful
.intentions of the Soviet Union, and the efforts
of slanderers would be fruitless. The proposals
showed to what degree the Government of the
Soviet Union was motivated by good-will and the '
desire to achieve international co-operation.

'136. He asked what proofs the representatives
belonging to the .majority could offer of their
own good-will and desire to co-operate in inter
national affairs. .
,13~.The worst slanderers and enemies of the
USSR. would not dare to allege that propaganda
for. a new war was being made in the Soviet
UnIOn, or that the Press of the Soviet Union
was calling. for the destruction of cities and the
mass.extermination of the civilian population by
ato';l11c bombs, as happened every day in the
United States of America.
138.. If anyone in the USSR had dared to make
statements similar to those made. by Mr. Cannon
and Mr. Davis, to which he had already referred,
the guilty person-assuming that he was mentally
sound-would have been arraigned before the
courts and .exposed to thecontemptofthe entire
populatiori.. There were those who asked •. the

I See Official Records' of the fourth sessionol the
fieneralAfsemblY, First (;o~m'ttee, 3?5thtQ $37th meet-
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priority of control over- prohibition, the US3R Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru"philippines, Saudi
Goverriment had found a solution by proposing Arabia, Sweden, Syria, Thailand, Turkey, Union
the 'simultaneous .conciusion and application of "of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great
the two conventions: " Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of

, America,143, The Government of the United' States of
America,· however, had .abandoned no part of Abstaining: Yugoslavia,
the notorious Bariich plan, Its representatives at Paragraph 1 was' rejected by 50 votes la S,
the current session of the General .Assembly had with 1 abstention. .
in no way changed .. their position, and were
thereby rendering agreement impossible, 150. The PRESIDEN'l' put paragraph

vote,
144. The Ukrainian delegation supported the
draft resolution submitted by the USSR delega- A vote was takr:n by roll-call.
tion, because that draft was based on the funda- Syria, having been drawn b:V lot by the Presi-
mental proposals contained in the General dent, was called ~tpon to vote first,.·
Assembly resolutions 1 (I) of 24 January and In favour: Ukrainian ,S.oviet Socialist Repub-
41 (I) of 14 December 1946, and because it '

. recommendedthat the Atomic Energy Commis- . lie,Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Byelorus-
sionshould resume the work which the arbitrary sian 'Soviet. Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia,
action of the Anglo-American representatives had Poland. .
interrupted, notwithstanding the provisions of Against: Syria, Thailand, Turkey, Union of
the resolutions and of the Charter of the United South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain
Nations. Finally, the Ukrainian delegation sup- -and Northern Ireland, United States 'of America,
ported the USSR draft resolution because; in Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen, Afghanistan, Ar
conformity with the provisions of the Charter, it gentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia,Brazil,
defended the prerogatives of the Security Council Burma, 'Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa
in the field of atomic energy, whereas the draft Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Dominican Republic,
adopted by the majority' of the Ad Hoc Political Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, France,
'Committee withdrew those questions from the Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, India, Iran,
Council's competence', . Iraq, Israel" Lebanon, Liberia, Luxembourg,
145. For all those reasons, the Ukrainian dele- ,Mexico,' Netherlands, New Zealand; Nicaragua;
gation rejected the draft. resolution adopted by Norway, Pakistan" Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
the majority of the Ad Hoc Political Committee, Saudi Arabia, Sweden.
and would vote for the draft resolution submitted Abstaining: Yugoslavia,
bythe USSR. P , h 2 iected b 51 5. aragrap was rejecte Y votes to,.
146: The Ukrainian delegation also considered with 1 abstention.
it its duty to inform the General Assembly that it isi. The PRESIDENT put paragraph 3
supported the statement of the Government of the vote,
People's Republic of China, which had withdrawn

, the right to represent China from the group of A vote was taken by roll-call.
private individuals directed by Mr. Tsiang, who Pqkistan, having been drawn by lot
no longer had the confidence of' the Chinese President, was called upon to vote first.
people.

In. favmtr:Poland, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
'147,' The PRESIDENT put to' the vote the draft Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
resolution submitted by the Ad Hoc Political Yugoslavia, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Repub-
Committee (A/1U9). . lie; Czechoslovakia. ' ,

The resolution was adopted by 49 votes to: 5, Again.st: Pakistan,Paraguay, Peru, Philip-
with 3 abstentions.' pines, Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Syria, Thailand,

, 148. Mr. MALIK (Union of Soviet Socialist Turkey, Union of South Africa, United ~ing
Republics) .asked for the USSR draft resolution dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,

; (A/H20) to be voted. on by roll-call and para- United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela,
graphby paragraph, 'Argentina, Australia., Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil,

Burma, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba,
149. The PRESIDENT put paragraph 1 of the Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Sa.I-
,USSR draft resolution to the vote. vador, France, Greece, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland,.

A.vote was taken by' roll-ca/i. Lebanon, . Liberia, .Luxembourg, Netherlan<is,
.New Zealand, Nicaragua,' Norway.

"Uruguay"having been drawn by lot by the
President, was called.upon to vote, fir.#. Abstaining: Yemen, Afghanistan,CostaRica,

. , . 'Egypt,Ethiopia, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Mexico.
In' favour:.' Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Re- p.'ara.'graph3 was rejec.. ted by 41votesta

L.,6,

.public, Czechoslovakia, Poland, .Ukrainian ,So- . .
.yietSocialistRepublic, Union of Soviet Socialist -zpith10allstentions. " ,>
Republics.,..·, t " 152. "fhe PRE'SIDENT declared th;it .the US;~;R

'draft resolution as a wholewas rejected. .'
Against: Uruguay, Venezuela, Afghanistan,

Argentina, . Australia, .Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, 153. The resolution which the General Assent- '.•
Burma, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, .Costa blyhadadopted was a 'great and impressive actof,
Rica, Ctlba, Denmark,'Dominican RepublicEcua- faith,faith ill" the principles of the Charter; \
dor, Egypt, EI'Salvador, E:thiopia, ,Fcfance, Greece,faith'in the possibility of' agreement on theinQst;
Haiti, Honduras, '. Iceland, "India,' Iran, Iraq, 1i(ficult and most compelling problem Qfthe.,age."

.: ,I~r~el," I..e.b().Ilon,.Liberia, .. LuxembOljrg,.:Mexico;' ;1$4., ····Mu'qh ..devoted. work .h;rdgon~, .' intQ·tlte;
NetMrlands,. New Z.ealami,Ni~aragua; ·Norway; proposals on atomic energy which had been under.;
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consideration for the past three years. The dis
cussions in the General Assembly, the Security
Council and the Atomic Energy ~:ommission had

.produced mucn information C.:.r J had clarified
manypoints of view. The deadlock, however, still
persisted..
155. Ai:. President of the General Assembly, he
had addressed an appeal on 3 November 1949
to the six permanent members of the Atomic
Energy Commission urging them to continue by
every conceivable means to seek agreement on
an effective system of control and prohibition of
atomic weapons. Specifically, he had suggested

"that attention should be directed along four lines.
First, the possibility of a short-term atomic armis
tice accompanied hy an inspection system; sec
ondly, the possibility of an interim prohibition
of the use of atomic weapons, with adequate safe
guards; thirdly, the possibility of further com
promises between the majority and the minority
plans for atomic energy.-control ; fourthly, the
possibility of' a new approach to the fundamental
problem of control. He had made it clear that he
was not advocating any particular plan i the four
points were merely indications of four paths
which should be explored.
156. He would say nothing more about those.
suggestions except to reject as supercilious and
unfair the criticism that those proposals, or any
others that might be advanced, were "naive", It
was a common.error to distrust a solution merely
because it seemed too simple. The many learned
men who had applied themselves to the problem
had been either atomic scientists or political
thinkers who knew all the physical and political
equations involved in it. Yet he did not imagine
that anyone of them having the innate modesty
of greatness, would deny a hearing to any pro
posal which attempted to inject the human factor
into the mechanical equations that seemed thus
far to be leading nowhere.
157. It was gratifying to note that, in the reso
lution just adopted, the permanent members of
the Atomic Energy Commission were requested
to continue their consultations, to explore all
possible avenues and examine all concrete sugges
tions with a view to determining whether they
might lead to an agreement securing the basic
objectives of the General Assembly in the
question.
158. The permanent members were thus under

.grave responsibility to the General Assembly
and to the world. They had been asked to explore

255th plenuy meeting

all possible avenues and to examine all concrete
suggestions. It could not be expected that an
entirely new plan would suddenly be discovered
and unanimously accepted, but the Assembly had
a right to expect open-minded consideration of
every possibility of reaching agreement on an
effective means of control which, at the same time,
would make possible an agreement on the pro
hibition of atomic weapons.
159. The atomic energy problem had become
part of the context of international strife and
tension which had dominated the post-war period.
That fact made a solution more difficult, but it
also made a solution more urgent. Every step
taken towards the amelioration of political prob
lems, every move towards the relaxation of tension
and suspicion was a step towards the solution
of the problem of atomic energy. The reverse was
equally true) for all the problems before the
Assembly reacted one upon the other, and the
slightest progress achieved on the problem of
atomic energy would immediately cast a more
hopeful light on all the other questions before
the Assembly.
160. While he whole-heartedly congratulated
the General Assembly on the adoption of the
resolution) he would be less than frank if he
did not say that some of the speeches which
had been made on that and related subjects did
not call for congratulations. In certain respects
the Assembly seemed to be developing a tendency
to disregard. the substance of problems and to
consider them merely as incidents in a constant
polemic. Whatever might be said of less pressing
problems, atomic energy was too serious to be
treated as an incidental phase in the battle of
propaganda. It was a problem before which all
mankind stood equally interested. and equally
defenceless. ..

161. If the horrors of atomic war should ever
be visited upon the world, the pitiful survivors
of blasted and ruined cities would take little
consolation in the thought that the representa
tives at the United Nations had made brilliant
and witty speeches about atomic energy. They
would ask but one question: why had the United
Nations not prevented that catastrophe?. ..
162~ The resolution the Assembly had adopted
could he summed up in one sentence: it was an
appeal to save humanity while there was yet
time.

The n.~eting rose at 6.5 p.m,

'c"

TWO HUNDRED AND .FlFTY·FIF"I'H PLENARY 1\fuETING.
Held at Flushing Meadow, New York, on Thursday, 24 November 1949;~i'W4S a.m.

\ .. . '\\

President: GeneralCarlos P. ROMULO (Philippines). '\
'\

. '",

ministrative and Budgetary Questions"(':,\."Q07*),,,>
the Committee on Contributions (A./I075 ).;.the \
Board of Auditors (A/1076), the United Nations. c,

Staff Pension Committee (A/I077) and ·tlie
Investments Committee. (A/1078) together with,
the draft .resolution contained therein,· and said,
she wished to mention two points.

2. First) the Committee had felt that-a-twoHhirds
majority. was n('/t:reql,tired for. recommendations

Appointments to flit vacancies in the
membership of· subsidiai'Y bodies of
the General Assembly : reports of the
Fifth Committee (A/I074, A/IQ75,
1,\/1076, A/I077· and A/I078) .

... J~Miss WITTEVEEN (Netherlands), Rapporteur
of the Fifth Committee, presented the Commit-·

:t~e\~reports on the .Advisory Committee on Ad-
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